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  The Italian society and its current Government really look like a truck 
that is losing pieces while running faster and faster towards a precipice. 
Nobody is using the brake, though: the most terrifying aspect of the 
situation is the absolute tranquility of the pilot and those around him. 
They all look ahead, without seeing even the smallest obstacle. 
According to all the protagonists of politics, after the condemnation of 
Berlusconi nothing will change in the Letta government. And indeed in 
the commanding post high above someone is thinking about “armoring 
the government” – as journalists say: the government that will save 
Italy from the inevitable disaster that would follow its fall. All this has 
been said again last night, after the condemnation of Berlusconi.

  Well, the faults of Berlusconi that Italians can complain about surely 
are not the same ones sentenced by the courts. He made serious 
political mistakes, and we do not know if they are due to personal 
strategy – which in any case was unsuccessful –  or are due to an 
absolute willingness to keep Italy within Europe – another failed 
strategy. The very serious economic and social situation of Italy is due to 
the fact that we are trapped into the '"horrid idea of the Euro" (as Nobel 
Prize Amarthya Sen says). The public debt continues to grow because we 
are forced to pay interests for the money that we use to the Rothschilds, 
to the Rockefellers, to Mr. Draghi, and to the sovereigns of England, 
Spain, Belgium and Holland, who own the central banks and the ECB in 
particular. If we do not take back our monetary sovereignty and do not 
abandon the European rules on market freedom, taxes cannot be 
reduced, nor unemployment. 

  Berlusconi’s greatest fault is that of bowing and obey when the 
President of the  Italian Republic called mr. Mario Monti at the 
government. That was the turning point: when he accepted to betray the 
rules of democracy, resigning without the ratification of Parliament; when 
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he countersigned the appointment of Monti as “senator for life” (there 
were not the conditions required by the Constitution); and when he 
forced his party to vote the decrees of mr. Monti. He has missed all the 
duties of a political leader of a major party, and he forced his party to do 
exactly the opposite of what its voters wanted. 

  Now we must say the truth about these voters, since great part of 
Berlusconi’s success was always ascribed to his personal charisma. The 
truth is that all those who refused to vote for the Left had no other 
choice but to vote for Berlusconi. It is not a question of “keeping away 
communism", as Berlusconi kept repeating in all these years. The 
Cristian Democrats and then Berlusconi were almost always governing 
Italy during all these last years; but in the meantime, little by little, Italy 
became a social-communist society in full. Bourgeoisie was annihilated, 
all social structures – School, Health, Pensions – were nationalized and 
submitted to egalitarianism. A few referendums on divorce and abortion 
were enough, together with the last brush stroke: the Monti government 
decrees that control all cash and bank account movements: now we are 
into communism in full. 

  There is no need for executions – as at the time of Stalin – because 
there are no rebels, everybody agrees, starting from the President of the 
Republic down to the political Right and Left. The only sign of denial are 
suicides, but what better solution for Power? Possible opponents are 
eliminating themselves! Judiciary do not see any sign of guilt. In the last 
days, the Judiciary just archived the case of the suicide of the director of 
the Monte dei Paschi di Siena, David Rossi: it was a voluntary act. In 
practice, therefore, people are now discussing about useless topics: the 
expiration date of a tax, the VAT increase. Real problems do not exist 
anymore, because the Letta Government finally achieved the total 
submission and servitude to Europe and its globalist egalitarianism; 
democracy still pretends to exist under the name of "broad agreement".

  In his plans for the future of his party, Berlusconi does not say a word 
about all this. “Going back to the spirit of 1994”?? Does he understand 
that in 1994 everything was different, and the Euro did not even exist? 
As it is, now Italy is doomed. This is the final goal of the European 
Union: to cancel the national states. Now the parliamentarians of the Pdl 
should do their duty: they must not obey Berlusconi if they cannot 
convince him that it is not possible to betray the voters. Pdl deputies 
should resign and should give a signal of courage, dignity and respect for 
the Italians. 

Ida Magli
Rome, August 2nd, 2013
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